
NCrypted’s new ‘clone’ technology blueprint is
helping Small Businesses get started with low
investment!
NCrypted 'clone' technology renders ready to use
framework and structure blueprints for start-ups, small and
medium businesses to launch their online platform.

RAJKOT, GUJARAT, INDIA, April 7, 2016
/EINPresswire.com/ -- Kunal Pandya, the CEO of NCrypted

Technologies Pvt. Ltd, India’s leading tech company that specializes in helping aspiring start-ups and
small to medium scale companies launch their online presence, today announced the addition of new
web products and platforms that are highly scalable to accommodate a diversified clientele.

It makes us the premier ‘start-
up enabler’, with an iron-clad
mandate to help and partner
with aspiring start-ups and
small to medium scale
businesses who are planning
on launching their product.

Kunal Pandya, CEO,
NCrypted Technologies Pvt.

Ltd.

“These ready to use framework and structure blueprint will
allow us to re-use many of the basic modules which are
common to several fast industries such as on demand, e-
commerce and thus saving us on overall development time,”
said Pandya, who believes the new products and platforms
will enable them to provide further cost effective, yet quality
solutions clients.

“Be it a vacation rental start-up or online accommodations, on
demand or e-commerce, marketplace or freelance, our back-
end IPs system serve more than 20 industries, enough to
cover most of the happening start-up ideas and help shape
them into reality,” added the NCrypted Technologies CEO,
who further noted they have they have the technology

capabilities that covers business analysis to design, development, maintenance, hosting, SEO/digital
marketing and beyond. 

NCrypted Technologies, which is a one-stop-solution for clients, is located online at
www.ncrypted.com, the company’s corporate site, while www.ncrypted.net is their online store front
that showcases the company products and industries/categories that they focuses on wherein their
back-end technology IP can be leveraged.

NCrypted Technologies, which mainly deals with web and mobile software development targeting
start-ups and SMBs, according to Pandya, has developed several e-commerce, on demand and
online rental products similar to other leading and successful websites. 

“This makes us the premier ‘start-up enabler’, with an iron-clad mandate to help and partner with
aspiring start-ups and small to medium scale businesses who are planning on launching their product
(website or app),” said Pandya. With start-ups and small to medium scaled companies being their
target audience, the NCrypted Technologies spokesperson enumerated several new products and
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platforms that can be effectively customized to accommodate their clients’ diverse technological
needs. The company recently launched Thumbpin and Taskgator to cater to the emerging on-demand
market. These platforms enable non-technical entrepreneurs to get started with their sharing
economy web and app without re-inventing the wheel.

In support of the inclusion of the additional products and platforms, NCrypted speaks to a blueprint,
which remains their standard framework, and is ready to be used across several industries and
categories they serve.

“We serve a range of interests ranging from travel and hospitality to on demand and e-commerce,”
said Pandya, who pointed out their products and platforms are playing key roles in enabling aspiring
start-ups and SMB companies kick start their online venture similar to Airbnb (vacation rentals), Uber,
Thumbtack, Taskrabbit (on demand), Amazon (e-commerce), Kickstarter (crowdfunding) etc. without
moving a muscle.

Noting that they do have the technology part covered, Pandya said start-ups and businesses don’t
need to re-invent the wheel all the time, as their technology back-end and products ensure just that.
“We have accomplished and helped launch over 1,500 start-ups, products and projects for 500+
clients across 50+ countries in last couple of years,” said Pandya, who takes pride in leading
NCrypted, an ISO 9001:2008 and ISO/IEC 27001:2013 standard company, into to new frontiers. The
company’s clients include some of the Fortune Global companies as well as successful startups such
as OYO Rooms which has recently raised over $125 mm funding. Over the years, they been the
recipient of the International Quality Crown Award for our processes and customer satisfaction in
2012, and have also won six other awards in TQM (Total Quality Management) over the past three
years.

About NCrypted Technologies

NCrypted delivers premium online and offline web, mobile, and software solutions for start-ups, small
and medium sized businesses, and Fortune Global 1000 Enterprises.
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